Abstract. We consider a problem concerning tilings of rectangular regions by a finite library of polyominoes. We specifically look at rectangular regions of dimension nˆm and ask whether or not a tiling of this region can be rearranged so that tiling of the nˆm rectangle can be realized as a tiling of an nˆm 1 rectangle and an nˆm 2 rectangle, m " m 1`m2 . We call this a subtiling. We show that the associated decision problem is NP-complete when restricted to rectangular polyominoes. We also show that for certain finite libraries of polyominoes, if m is sufficiently large, a subtiling always exists and give bounds.
Introduction
We begin by considering the following combinatorial optimization problem. Suppose one has a set of objects that one can place in some rectangular container without having any gaps. However, the container may be considered suboptimal as one of its dimensions is very large. Instead, one would rather place the objects into two containers, both of which have more reasonable dimensions. This can be done of course, but at the expense of packing efficiency; one may be forced to accept that there will be wasted space in at least one of the containers.
We model this problem in terms of polyomino tilings. Suppose you are given a finite set of shapes L, which we will take to be polyominoes. Recall that a polyomino is a region of R 2 , defined up to translation, consisting of squares of equal size arranged by coincident edges. In this paper, we take the squares making up a polyomino to all be the unit square.
We say that a set of polyominoes L can tile a compact region R Ď R 2 if there is a multiset with elements drawn from L such that they can be arranged in R so the every point in R is covered by an element of the multiset and no overlap of two different elements is two dimensional.
We are interested in tiling rectangular regions of R 2 by a set of polyominoes L. We denote an nˆm rectangular region by R nˆm . Suppose we having a tiling of R nˆm by a multiset T of polyominoes with elements drawn from L. In general there may be several ways that the elements of T tile R nˆm and it might be possible do so by tiling the regions R nˆm 1 and R nˆm 2 where m " m 1`m2 , with m 1 , m 2 ‰ 0, using the elements from the multiset T situtating these two tiled regions side by side. If this happens, we say that tiling of R nˆm admits a subtiling. If a subtiling exists once one or more of the polyominoes in T has been replaced with a rotated : Korteweg-de Vries Institute for Mathematics, University of Amsterdam, 1098 XG Amsterdam, Netherlands.
copy of itself, we say the tiling admits a subtiling allowing rotations. We make the following definition: Definition 1.1. Suppose one is given a tiling T of R nˆm by a multiset of polyominoes T . Any tiling of R nˆm by the same multiset T is called a rearrangement of T . We consider T to be a rearrangement of itself. A tiling of R nˆm by a multiset T 1 , reached by replacing any of the elements in T by a rotated copy, is called a rearrangement of T with rotations. We emphasize that while T may contain multiple copies of a particular polyomino, each copy can be rotated different degrees independent of each other.
An equivalent way of defining a subtiling is that a tiling T of R nˆm can be rearranged to give a tiling of R nˆm that is formed by juxtaposing tilings of R nˆm 1 and R nˆm 2 with m " m 1`m2 and m 1 , m 2 ‰ 0, side by side in one of the two obvious ways. The analagous statement holds for subtilings allowing rotations. This motivates the following definition. Definition 1.2. Given a finite set of polynominoes, define β n pLq to be the smallest natural number such that for any tiling of R nˆm by elements of L with m ą β n pLq, the tiling admits a subtiling. If arbitrarily large tilings exist with no subtilings, then β n pLq :" 8. We define β R n pLq analagously for subtilings allowing rotations. Note that these numbers depend on n.
The main problem of interest for us is finding upper bounds on β n pLq. This forces us to address a couple of other questions that we will attempt to give at least partial answers to.
‚ How hard is it to tell if a given tiling admits a subtiling, with or without allowing rotations? ‚ For which L and which n is β n pLq and β R n pLq finite? We can answer the first question for finite sets of rectangular polyominoes and investigation into the latter question will occupy much of this paper. In this paper, we find several sets of polyominoes L such that β n pLq is finite and give bounds on it. We will not devote much space to β R n pLq in this paper, but we note that β n pLq ě β R n pLq. Since the popularization of polyominoes in the mid 20th century, there has been a vast amount of literature on the subject and subsequent generalizations to polyforms, especially the question of determining when polyforms tile given regions [17, 9, 26, 1, 2, 28, 8] .
Many polyomino problems have been recreational: for example puzzles of Martin Gardner [14, 15, 13] or more recently, the Eternity puzzle [22, 35] ; a survey of the recreational aspects of the subject can be found in [29] . Others are problems well known as favorites to give young mathematics students to solve on homeworks, e.g. the problems of tiling mutilated chess boards by dominos. Some of these problems can be quite difficult.
In addition, polyomino tiling problems have played an important part in complexity theory where they have proven to be a source of NP-hard or even undecidable problems [4, 34, 3, 30] . Furthermore, as polyomino tilings are ubiquitous in combinatorial optimization and operations research, they have even found their way into other scientific and industrial settings with applications ranging from genetics to antenna design [36, 6, 23, 7] .
The question of determining if a subtiling must exist is similar to the question of existence of fault-free tilings. A fault in a tiling of a rectangular region R nˆm (typically with dominos) is a horizontal or vertical line that can be drawn through the interior of R nˆm and does not pass through the interior of any tile. A fault is called vertical or horizontal if the defining line is vertical or horizontal, respectively. A fault-free tiling is a tiling with no fault. The problem of finding fault-free tilings is credited to Robert I. Jewett in [16] where it was also shown that a fault-free rectangle must have length exceeding four, with a 5ˆ6 rectangle yielding the smallest construction. An elegant proof is given that no such tiling exists for the 6ˆ6 rectangle.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a rectangular region to admit a fault-free tiling of dominos has been worked out [18] . Later, the rectangular polyominoes that admit fault-free tilings was completely classified [33] . The condition of having a subtiling is different as we ignore horizontal faults, consider sets of many different polyominoes, and we allow a tiling to be rearranged. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formalize our problem as well as proving that determining if a tiling admits a subtiling is NP-complete when L only consists of rectangular polyominoes. We also prove that some conditions on L implies β n pLq is finite using direct arguments. In Section 3, we establish a connection between the finiteness of β n pLq and certain rings being Noetherian. We then prove that if a finite set of polyominoes satisfies a technical condition, then we can show β n pLq will be finite. In Section 4, we prove that certain families of finite sets of polyominoes actually satisfy the technical condition in Section 3. In Section 5, we find upper bounds for β n pLq for special sets L.
Preliminaries and first results
Throughout this paper, we will have a finite set of polyominoes L which will be used to tile a rectangular region. While it is natural for such a set L to be closed under reflections and rotations, our proofs only require that the set be closed under reflections across a vertical line (we call this a vertical reflection). Many of the examples we will consider, however, will only involve sets of rectangular polyominoes and is thus closed under reflections. Definition 2.1. If β R n pLq ă 8, we say that L is n-Noetherian. If β n pLq ă 8, we say that L is strongly n-Noetherian. Being strongly n-Noetherian implies being n-Noetherian as β R n pLq ď β n pLq. The justification of terminology of n-Noetherian will be given later in Section 3. It is clear that for every n, there exists a set L that is (strongly) n-Noetherian: let L consist solely of the 1ˆ1 domino. We now give an example of a set L that is not 2-Noetherian. , ,
We can construct tilings of R 2ˆN , for N arbitrarily large, such that no subtiling exists. Consider the following general tiling:¨¨ It is clear that this tiling has no subtiling, even if we allow all reflections and rotations, and can be made arbitrarily wide.
2.1. The computational complexity of deciding if a subtiling exists. In Example 2.2, we could visually tell that those particular tilings had no subtiling. However, this is not an easy problem in general. This is in contrast to checking to see if a tiling is fault-free, which is very easy. We will show that even if we restrict ourselves to rectangular polyominoes, this problem is hard. We are given as input a tiling of a rectangle R nˆm for some n and m by rectangular polyominoes. The polyominoes in the tiling are given as ordered pairs of binary numbers ph, wq where h is the height and w the width of the corresponding polyominoes. The unit square in R nˆm that the bottom left corner of each polyomino occupies in the tiling is also specified as an ordered pair of binary numbers with the convention that p0, 0q denotes the bottom left unit square in R nˆm . Problem 2.3. Define the problem TRANS´ST as the problem of deciding if a tiling of R nˆm by rectangular polynominoes admits a subtiling where rearrangement is restricted to translations. The problem GEN´ST asks if there exists a subtiling allowing rotations.
We show that TRANS´ST and GEN´ST are NP-complete. Many polyomino packing problems are NP-complete and often can be reduced to the subset sum problem. Here we will reduce to the following related NP-complete problem. We note that for rectangular polyominoes, reflections are trivial. As such, the difference in TRANS´ST and GEN´ST is only that in GEN´ST we can attempt to rotate pieces in our rearrangements. Theorem 2.6. The problems TRANS´ST and GEN´ST are both NP-complete.
Proof. Clearly both problems are in NP as a subtiling can be easily verified. We wish to reduce both problems to the partition problem. Suppose we are given a multiset of positive integers M " tm 1 , . . . , m ℓ u and 2N " ř mPM m (if ř mPM m is not even, we know no partition is possible). Then let L be the set of polyominoes consisting of the p2N`1qˆm i polyomino for every 1 ď i ď ℓ and also the 1ˆN polyomino. Then we tile the region R p2N`2qˆ2N by placing the two 1ˆN polyominoes in the first row and one of each p2N`1qˆm i for 1 ď i ď ℓ polyomino side by side the the bottom 2N`1 rows. This is clearly a tiling of R p2N`2qˆ2N .
With this tiling, rearrangements allowing rotations are impossible (apart from rotations of nπ radians). First of all, we cannot rotate any of the p2N`1qˆm i polyominoes by π{2 radians as their height exceeds the width of the rectangular region being tiled. We can rotate the 1ˆN polyominoes π{2 radians, however. Suppose we do this for one of the 1ˆN polyominoes.
It now lies within a single column whose remaining N`2 rows must be occupied by other polynominoes. However, none of the p2N`1qˆm i polyominoes can share a column with the Nˆ1 polyomino as the height of the rectangular region being tiled is 2N`2. So it can only share a column with the other 1ˆN polyomino, or if we rotate it, an Nˆ1 polynomio. But in either scenario, we see that some of the rows of the column in question will be left unoccupied.
So this reduction is valid for both TRANS´ST and GEN´ST since we are using rectangular polyominoes and reflections are trivial. Lastly, we note that a subtiling exists for this tiling if and only if the polyominoes of the form 1ˆm i can be partitioned into two disjoint sets S 1 and S 2 such that the lengths of the polyominoes in S 1 sum to N and likewise for the lengths of the polyominoes in S 2 . As such, a subtiling exists if and only if M has a partition of the desired kind.
2.2.
The case of a single rectangular polyomino. Returning our attention to the question of determining L such that β R n pLq ă 8, we first look at the most basic case of a single rectangular polyomino. The result we prove allows all translations, reflections, and rotations of the aˆb polyomino. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an aˆb rectangular polyomino to tile R nˆm have been worked out previously in the literature and this can be used to decide when a rectangular polyomino is n-Noetherian for a particular n. In particular, we have the following theorem. In the following theorem, the property of being Noetherian actually comes from the fact that if we are given two natural numbers a, b with greatest common divisor d, then for m sufficiently large and divisible by d, it is always possible to write m " ax`by for x, y P N using the Euclidean algorithm. Let us denote the aˆb polyomino by p aˆb . The following result follows directly from Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.8. The set L " tp aˆb u is n-Noetherian for every n P N.
Proof. There are three cases we consider. The first is that n is divisible by neither a nor b. Then if any tiling is to exist, n " ax`by, with x, y P N, otherwise no tilings exist and p aˆb is trivially n-Noetherian. If n is of such a form, then if p aˆb tiles R nˆm , m must be divisible by ab and can trivially be written as a linear combination of a and b with coefficients in N. Then if m ą ab and p aˆb tiles R nˆm , we have that
Then by Theorem 2.7, R nˆm 1 and R nˆm 2 are both tilable by p aˆb and so for any tiling of R nˆm with m ą ab, the tiling admits a subtiling allowing rotations. Now suppose n is divisible by exactly one of a and b, without loss of generality let it be a. Then trivially n can be written as linear combination of a and b with coefficients in N. Then if p aˆb tiles R nˆm , we have that b divides m. Then we repeat the argument above for when m ą b.
The last case is when ab divides n. Once again, n can be written as a linear combination of a and b with coefficients in N. Let gcdpa, bq " d . Then if p aˆb tiles R nˆm , we have that m is divisible by d by condition (b) of Theorem 2.7. There exists an N P N (which we may assume is divisible by d) such that for every m ě N divisible by d, m " ax`by for some x, y P N. Thus for m ě 2N divisible by d, we know that R nˆm admits a subtiling allowing rotations since we can choose It is not too difficult to come up with bounds for β n pp aˆb q. If n is not divisible by a nor b, then β n pp aˆb q " 2ab. Similarly, if n is divisible by precisely one of a or b, say a, then β n pp aˆb q " 2b. However, if ab divides n, it is a bit trickier to determine β n pp aˆb q.
Sets of Tall Rectangular Polynominoes.
There is another family of rectangular polyominoes we can show are strongly n-Noetherian by elementary arguments. Let L be a set of rectangular polyominoes such that every element has height ą n{2 and at most one polyomino of unit height. Let the polyomino of unit height have width dividing the greatest common divisor of the widths of all of the other polyominoes in L. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. If L is as above, then it is strongly n-Noetherian. Furthermore, β n pLq equals the largest width of any polyomino in L.
Proof. Let us first focus on those polyominoes of height ą n{2. It is clear that no two such polyominoes can occupy space in the same column of R nˆm . As such, we shall arrange these polyominoes in R nˆm as follows.
In the picture, the rectangle labeled n denotes a contiguous block of height n rectangular polynominoes. The same for n´1, all the way down to t n 2 u`1. The grey area is then filled with the copies of the polyomino of unit height. This can always be done as the width of this polyomino divides the width of any of the polyominoes of height ą n{2 and thus divides the width of any of these contiguous blocks.
This rearrangement admits a subtiling. The subtiling R nˆm 1 can be formed by taking any polyomino p of height ą n{2 and tiling the space above it with the polyomino of unit height; the remaining rectangle R nˆm 2 may be tiled in any way. The tiling of R nˆm 1 described admits no subtiling and m 1 must in fact be the width of p. This shows that β n pLq is in fact the maximum width of any rectangular polyomino in L of height ą n{2.
Rephrasing the problem in terms of rings generated by monomials
We now recast this problem in terms of rings, justifying the use of the term "Noetherian". Let us first restrict ourselve to rearrangements only allowing translations. Let L be a finite collection of polyominoes. We view each polyomino as an algebraically independent variable. We can form the formal commutative ring over C generated by elements of L, denote it CrLs.
However, let us consider the subring R n rLs Ď CrLs, whose homogeneous elements are equivalence classes of tilings of R nˆm for a fixed n. Two tilings are equivalent if one can be rearranged to give the other using translations. This is equivalent to the commutativity of CrLs. Equivalence classes of tilings are monomials in the ring CrLs. In the following discussion we will say "tiling" instead of "equivalence class of tilings" when it is clear from context. Given tilings of R nˆm1 and R nˆm2 , denoted T 1 and T 2 , respectively, we define T 1˚T2 to be the tiling of R nˆpm1`m2q given by adjacent juxtaposition of T 1 and T 2 . There are two ways to naturally do this, but they are in the same equivalence class and so this product is well defined. Now suppose we wanted to allow reflections and rotations in our rearrangements. Then we would make sure that L is closed under rotations and reflections. Then we consider a quotient ring of R n rLs by imposing the relation that any polyomino p (viewed as a variable in CrLs) is equal to the polyominoes that can be reached by rotating and reflecting p. We denote this ring byR n rLs.
It is clear that if L is strongly n-Noetherian then R n rLs is Noetherian. This is because every tiling of R nˆm for m ą β n pLq can be written as a product of tilings of R nˆm 1 and R nˆm 2 with m " m 1`m2 . So R n is generated by finitely many monomials. Likewise,R n rLs is Noetherian if L is n-Noetherian. We now show that the converse holds as well.
Proposition 3.1. The ring R n rLs is Noetherian if and only if L is strongly nNoetherian. Likewise,R n rLs is Noetherian if and only if L is n-Noetherian.
Proof. We have already discussed one direction for the two rings. Now let us suppose that R n rLs is Noetherian. Since R n rLs is ring generated by monomials in algebraically independent variables, it is well know that the ideal of relations are generated by those of the form X 1˚X2 " Y 1˚Y2 where X 1 , X 2 , Y 1 , and Y 2 are monomials. These are called binomial relations. This corresponds to the observation that a monomial may be factored into smaller monomials non-uniquely. Since the ideal of relations is a homogeneous ideal, if R n rLs is Noetherian, then it must be the case that for sufficiently large N , if T is monomial of degree at least N then T " T 1˚T2 . This implies that L is strongly n-Noetherian. For the ring R n rLs, the argument is the same where we note that the kernel of the map taking R n rLs toR n rLs was also generated by binomial relations.
Proving the ring CrLs is Noetherian for various L is too hard, so we instead use another ring whose Noetherianess will imply CrLs is Noetherian. This ring will not be isomorphic to CrLs in general and will restrict the translations we can make in rearranging tilings to only horizontal translations. To construct this new ring, we assume that L only contains rectangular polyominoes.
Given n P N, let Ipnq :" tpℓ, ℓ`1, . . . , ℓ`kq| ℓ, ℓ`k P rnsu, where rns " p1, . . . , nq, be the set of all contiguous intervals contained in rns. For an interval ι " pℓ, . . . , ℓ`kq P Ipnq, let |ι| " k be the length of that interval. Given a polyomino of height k, we will create several different variables associated to it, one for each element of Ipnq of length k. Let ω be the maximum width of any polyomino in L. Let us define the following vector space:
The coordinate ring of V pnq is isomorphic to Â ιPIpnq CrEndpV ι qs, where the ring CrEndpV ι qs is the coordinate ring of EndpV ι q. Let us fix ι P Ipnq. Then for every polyomino p P L of height |ι|, we associate to it the polynomial TrpM w ι q where w is the width of p and M ι is the matrix of variables in EndpV ι q. Then let CrLs ι Ď CrEndpV ι qs be the subring generated by 1 and these polynomials. Then we define P n rLs :" Â ιPIpnq CrLs ι which is a subring of the coordinate ring of V pnq. We can think of P n rLs as a ring generated by tuples pp, ιq where p P L and ι is a tuple containing the rows of R nˆm p must be placed in. For this reason, the rearrangements will only consist of horizontal translations since row data is implicit in each variable. We would now like to show that these variables are algebraically independent. For that we need the following result.
Theorem 3.2 ([32, 27]).
For the generic matrix M P EndpC n q, the polynomials TrpM q, . . . , TrpM n q are algebraically independent.
Proposition 3.3. The ring P n rLs is a Noetherian polynomial ring.
Proof. That P n rLs is Noetherian is clear as it has finitely many generators. Since P n rLs " Â ιPIpnq CrLs ι , it suffices to show that CrLs ι is a polynomial ring for any ι P Ipnq. We know that CrLs ι is generated by polynomials of the form TrpM w ι q where w ď ω. The matrix M ι is the generic p|ι|¨ωqˆp|ι|¨ωq matrix and so by Theorem 3.2, these polynomials are algebraically independent. Thus CrLs ι is a polynomial ring.
Consider the vector space EndpC ωn q -Â n i"1 EndpC ω q :" Â n i"1 EndpW i q. Let pλ 1 , . . . , λ n´1 q P pCˆq n´1 act on EndpW i q by multiplication by λ i if i ‰ n and otherwise by multiplication by pλ 1¨¨¨λn´1 q´1. This induces an action on P n pLq as follows. Given the generator TrpM The group pCˆq n´1 is a semi-simple algebraic group and this action is clearly rational. This means we can use Hilbert's famous result on invariant rings.
Theorem 3.4 ([19, 20]).
For a commutative Noetherian C-algebra R acted on rationally by semi-simple algebraic group G, the invariant ring R G is Noetherian.
We now look at the closely related action of pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q P pCˆq n on EndpW i q by multiplication by λ i , even when i " n. This action again extends to an action on P n rLs. This action induces a multigrading on the ring. Given a monomial X P P n rLs, we say that is is multihomogeneous of degree pw 1 , . . . , w`nq if pλ 1 , . . . , λ n q.X " pλ w1 1¨¨¨λ wn n qX. Definition 3.5. We say that a set of rectangular polyominoes L is n-representable if p 1¨¨¨pℓ is a monomial in P n rLs of homogeneous degree pw 1 , . . . , w m q, then there is a tiling of R nˆm , m " ř n i"1 w i by the polyominoes associated to p 1 , . . . , p ℓ which respects their row assignments.
In the above definition, we remind the reader that polynomials p 1 , . . . , p ℓ correspond to polyominoes and a designation of which rows the polyomino must be placed in. We need that multihomogeneous polynomials always correspond to tilings of rectangular regions. We can now present our main result.
Proof. The ring P n rLs is Noetherian and by Theorem 3.4, so is P n rLs Gn , where G n " pCˆq n´1 acts on P n rLs as described above. It is clear that the homogeneous elements of P n rLs G are the multihomogeneous elements of degree pm, . . . , mq for m P N. Then if L is n-representable, the homogeneous elements of P n rLs Gn correspond to equivalence classes of tilings of rectangular regions. Since this ring is Noetherian and generated by monomials of algebraically independent variables (by Proposition 3.3), we can use the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 to say that every monomial of sufficiently large degree must factor into two monomials of smaller degree. This implies that L is n-Noetherian and furthermore, the arrangements only allow horizontal translations. So it is strongly n-Noetherian.
Examples of representable sets of polyominoes
In the previous section we showed that n-representable sets of polyominoes are strongly n-Noetherian. However, the condition of being n-representable is rather opaque. In this section, we discuss some concrete sets of polyominoes that are n-representable for specific n.
Let us first expound a bit further on the definition of n-representable. Suppose we are given a multiset P " tpp aˆb , ιq| p aˆb P L, ι P Ipnqu where L is finite set of rectangular polyominoes. As before, we use p aˆb to mean the aˆb rectangular polyomino. The tuple pp aˆb , ιq indicates the rows in R nˆm that p aˆb should span. Then suppose the following conditions hold: 
Then the set L is n-representable if whenever the above two conditions are met, P tiles R nˆm , respecting the row assignments of the polyominoes, Observation 4.1. Note that if L consists only of polyominoes of the form 1ˆk, it is n-representable for any n.
Example 4.2. We now give an example of a set of polyominoes that are not 5-representable. Let L " tp 1ˆ3 , p 1ˆ2 , p 1ˆ1 , p 3ˆ1 u. Now consider the following set
pp 3ˆ1 , t3, 4, 5uq, pp 1ˆ1 , t3uq, pp 1ˆ2 , t2uq, pp 1ˆ2 , t4uqu. We see that sum of the areas of the polyominoes in P is 3˚5`2˚2`1 " 4˚5. We also see that ÿ
If L were 5-representable, we should be able to tile R 5ˆ4 with polyominoes in P satisfying the row assignments. We show that this is not the case. First note that there is a 1ˆ3 polyomino in both the top and bottom row. Also, there is a 3ˆ1 polyomino that intersects the first row, and another 3ˆ1 polyomino that intersects the last row. So if we could tile R 5ˆ4 , there are only two ways that these four tiles could be placed. One way is shown below. The other way is the vertical reflection of the following picture.
We now see that there are two ways to place the last 3ˆ1 polyomino, which must span rows 2,3, and 4. But either way we do this, we make it impossible to place one of the two 1ˆ2 polyominoes. So we cannot tile R 5ˆ4 using these polyominoes while respecting their row assignments. So L is not 5-representable.
In Example 4.2, we showed that set was not 5-representable by using polyominoes to construct a region inside of R 5ˆ4 that could not be tiled with polyominoes of unit height. If we want to prove that sets of polyominoes are n-representable, we need to understand which regions of R 2 can always be tiled with polyominoes of unit height.
Definition 4.3.
A subregion R Ď R nˆm is called row-convex if for any two points x, y P R that can be connected by a horizontal line, the convex hull of those two points lies entirely within R. R inherits rows and columns from R nˆm . Let |R i | denote the width of R i , the ith row of R.
Lemma 4.4. Let R be a row-convex region and consider any multiset of the form
there is a tiling of R by P respecting row assignments.
we can simply place those polyominoes assigned to row i in any order we want since R is row-convex. The tiling of each row does not affect any other row, so R is tilable by P respecting row assignments.
If L is a set of rectangular polyominoes, L is n-representable if when tiling R nˆm and Equations 4 hold, those polyominoes which are not unit height can be always be arranged such that the remaining untiled region is row-convex. Then appealing to Lemma 4.4, R nˆm can be tiled. Theorem 4.5. For n P N, if L consists of rectangular polyominoes whose height is either 1 or at least n´1, then L is n-representable. Furthermore, if n " 4, then any set of rectangular polyominoes where all of the polynominoes of height two have the same width is n-representable.
Proof. Let P be a multiset satisfying Equations 4 for n, m P N. To prove the theorem, we simply need to show that those polyominoes of height ě n´1 can be translated horizontally in their assigned rows in R nˆm such that the remaining untiled region is row-convex. Then we appeal to Lemma 4.4.
Let us first handle the case that all polyominoes have at at least n´1 or 1. We then arrange those polyominoes in P as in the following picture.
n n´1 n´1
Here the numbers in the boxes indicate that the box is a contiguous block of polyominoes of that height. Every possible row assignment of every polyomino of height n´1, n is shown in this picture. The grey region is the remaining untiled area. As we can see, it is row convex. Therefore, any set of rectangular polyominoes meeting the specified height conditions is n-representable. Now let n " 4. We once again need to rearrange the polyominoes of height ě 2 in such a way that a row-convex region is left untiled. There are two scenarios, both pictured below. Once again, the boxes represent contiguous blocks of polyominoes of the designated height and every row assignment is accounted for. The grey region is the part left untiled and in both pictures is row-convex. We note that we need the assumption that all polyominoes of height two have the same width to ensure that the two height two regions on the left hand side of the picture can be assumed to have equal width. Corollary 4.6. For n P r3s, every set of rectangular polyominoes is strongly nNoetherian. Furthermore, if L consists only of rectangular polyominoes of height 1 or height at least n´1, then L is strongly n-Noetherian. Lastly if n " 4 and all polyominoes of height two in L have the same width, it is 4-Noetherian.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.5.
It is interesting to note that as long as n ď 3, every set of rectangular polyominoes is n-representable. However, this does not continue to hold beyond n " 5 as was shown in Example 4.2. Examples can also be found of sets of rectangular polyominoes that are not 4-representable. However, we do not know if Example 4.2 is strongly 5-Noetherian or not.
Finding upper bounds on subtilings
For an n-representable set L, finding a bound on β n pLq is equivalent to bounding the degree of the generators of the corresponding ring P n rLs Gn , where as before G n " pCˆq n´1 . There are results from invariant theory about bounding the degrees of generators. We look at the most general theorem first, before specializing to a particular case. For the sake of brevity, we assume some basic knowledge of algebraic geometry in the subsequent exposition.
We first need to realize G n as an affine variety. The set C n´1 is clearly an affine variety with coordinate ring Crx 1 , . . . , x n´1 s. Then the ring Crx 1 , . . . , x n´1 , ts{I, where I " xx i t´1, i P rn´1sy, is the coordinate ring of pCˆq n´1 , as each element must now be invertible. So G n is an affine subvariety of C n defined by quadratic polynomials.
Given a rational representation ρ : G Ñ GLpV q, we have a map g Þ Ñ ta ij pgqu where ta ij pgqu is a matrix in GLpV q and a ij pgq are rational functions in g. Let A ρ " maxpdegpa ij qq. [10] ). Let G be an affine variety of C n defined by polynomials h 1 , . . . , h ℓ . Let ρ : G Ñ GLpV q be a rational representation of G with finite kernel. Define H " maxpdegph iand let m " dimpGq. Then CrV s G is generated by polynomials of degree at most
In the above theorem, the Krull dimension of CrV s G appears in the formula. In general, we do not know this dimension for P n rLs
Gn , but is upper bounded by the Krull dimension of P n rLs. Since P n rLs is polynomial ring by Proposition 3.3, SpecpP n rLsq is isomorphic to affine space and the Krull dimension of P n rLs is equal to the dimension of this space.
Given a set of rectangular polyominoes L, let us define h n pLq " ta ď n| p aˆb P Lu and Lpaq " tp aˆb | p aˆb P Lu. Note that the polyomino p aˆb can be placed in n´a`1 different contiguous rows in R nˆm , provided a ď n. Since P n rLs " Â ιPIpnq CrLs ι , SpecpP n rLsq is isomorphic to À ιPIpnq SpecpCrLs ι q. Since SpecpCrLs ι q is also isomorphic to affine space, by Proposition 3.3, its dimension is the number of polyominoes in L of height |ι|. So dimpP n rLsq " ř iPhnpLq pn´i`1q|Lpiq|. Theorem 5.2. Given an n-representable set L, let A be the maximum area of a polyomino in L with height not exceeding n, then
roof. This will follow from Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 5.1 after we substitute in the appropriate quantities. We note that H " 2 as G n is defined by quadratics. Furthermore, m " n´1 and t " n. By the way G n acts on P n rLs, we see that the maximum degree of a monomial is equal to the maximum area of polyomino in L with height not exceeding n. Thus A ρ " A. Lastly P n rLs Gn ď ÿ iPhnpLq pn´i`1q|Lpiq|.
5.1.
The case where all polyominoes have unit height. Let us look at the special case where L consists only of polyominoes of the form 1ˆk. As already observed, such a set is n-representable for every n. For this special case, we can actually realize P n rLs Gn in a different way. Let n be fixed and ω the maximum width of a polyomino in L. Now we look at the subvariety V Ă EndppC ω q bn q of matrices of the form Â n i"1 M i where each M i P EndpC ω q. Now let GL n,ω :"ˆn i"1 GLpC ω q act on V by pg 1 , . . . , g n q.
If CrVs denotes the coordinate ring of V, then CrVs GLn,ω is the corresponding invariant ring. We claim that P n rLs
Gn is isomorphic to a quotient ring of CrVs GLn,ω .
Definition 5.3. For σ " pσ 1 , . . . , σ n q P S n m , let σ i " pr 1¨¨¨rk qps 1¨¨¨sl q¨¨¨be a disjoint cycle decomposition. For such a σ P S n m , define Tr σ " T σ1¨¨¨Tσn on V, where
We see that the functions in the above definition are precisely the polynomial invariants of P n rLs Gn when L is the set of rectangular polyominoes tp 1ˆk | k P rωsu.
Theorem 5.4 ([37]). The invariant ring CrVs
GLn,ω is generated by the polynomials Tr σ for σ P S n m such that the disjoint cycle decomposition of σ contains only cycles of length at most ω.
The above theorem tells us that if L " tp 1ˆk | k P rωsu, then P n rLs Gn " CrVs GLn,ω . In general, let us define wpLq " tk| 1ˆk P Lu and take the subvariety of V such that for any M P V and any decomposition M= Â n i"1 M i , TrpM ℓ i q " 0 for ℓ P rωs, ℓ R wpLq, for all 1 ď i ď n. This defines another GL n,ω -stable subvariety of V, denote it V L . This means that CrV L s GLn,ω is a quotient ring of CrVs GLn,ω [31] . As such, a degree bound on CrVs GLn,ω gives a degree bound on CrV L s GL n,ω -P n rLs Gn . We can use some classical tools from invariant theory to find bounds for this ring. We introduce some definitions.
Definition 5.5. The null cone of an action G ñ V is the set vectors v such that 0 P G.v (the Zariski closure of the orbit of v). We denote it by N V . Equivalently, N V are those v P V such that f pvq " f p0q for all invariant polynomials f .
If one wants to compute the generators of an invariant ring, this can be accomplished by determining the null cone. If one knows precisely the generators of the ideal of the null cone, then these are precisely the generators of the invariant ring [19, 12] . However, it usually easier to find sets of invariant polynomials whose vanishing locus is N V . For that, one can use the following result (similar to Theorem 5.1).
Theorem 5.6 ([11]
). Let G ñ V , be a reductive group acting rationally on a vector space. Let f 1 , . . . , f ℓ be homogeneous invariants, with maximum degree p, such that their vanishing locus is N V . Then CrV s G is generated by polynomials of degree at most
In the proof of the above Theorem, the same arguments can be used to prove the following slightly stronger statement that we shall need.
Corollary 5.7. Let G ñ V be a reductive group acting rationally on a vector space and X Ď V be a G-stable subvariety. If CrXs G is Cohen-Macaulay, then let f 1 , . . . , f ℓ be homogeneous invariants of maximum degree p whose vanishining locus is the null cone of the action of G on X. Then CrXs G is generated by polynomials of degree at most
We now need to prove that CrV L s GLn,ω is Cohen-Macaulay. However, we know that this ring is isomorphic to P n rLs Gn which is Cohen-Macualay by the following theorem. When studying orbit closures, the following theorem is a powerful tool when dealing with reductive groups.
Theorem 5.9 (The Hilbert-Mumford Criterion [25] ). For a linearly reductive group G acting on a variety V , if G.wzG.w ‰ H, then there exists a v P G.wzG.w and a 1-parameter subgroup (or cocharacter) λ : kˆÑ G (where λ is a homomorphism of algebraic groups), such that lim tÑ0 λptq.w " v.
A cocharachter of GL n,ω is a product of cocharachters λptq "ˆn i"1 λ i ptq of GLpC ω q. If λptq.p Â n i"1 M i q Ñ 0, it is easy to see that for some i, λ i ptq.M i Ñ 0. This means that M i is in the null cone of GLpC ω q ñ EndpC ω q by conjugation. It is well known that this implies that M i is nilpotent (cf. [5] ). So the null cone of V are those matrices Â n i"1 M i where at least one M i is nilpotent. Theorem 5.11. The ring CrV L s GL n,ω is generated by polynomials of degree at most maxp2, 3 8 pω n qlcmtw| w P wpLqu 2 q.
Proof. We first prove that the vanishing locus of Tr d1,...,dn is precisely that null cone. It is clear that every element of the null cone is in the vanishing locus of these polynomials. Now suppose M " Â n i"1 M i is not in the null cone. Then for each i, there is a k i P rωs such that TrpM ki i q ‰ 0 as M i is not nilpotent. Then Tr k1,...,kn pM q ‰ 0. So the vanishing locus of these polynomials is precisely the null cone. But we note that by restricting these functions to the variety V L , the Tr d1,...,dn is identically zero unless all d i P wpLq and so can be excluded from the set of polynomials whose vanishing locus defines the null cone. Thus the degree of these polynomials is bounded by lcmtw| w P wpLqu. The dimension of CrV L s GLn,ω is upper bounded by the dimension of CrEndpC w q bn s " ω n , completing the proof.
Corollary 5.12. If L is a set of rectangular polynomials all of unit height then β n pLq ď maxp2, 3 8 pω n qlcmtw| w P wpLqu 2 q where ω is the maximum width of any polyomino in L.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.11 and the observation that P n rLs Gn is isomorphic to a quotient of CrV L s GLn,ω .
Conclusion
We end this paper with several questions. We introduced the notion of nrepresentable sets L, and found some families of examples. However, we would be interested in knowing if other examples exist, possibly by choosing rectangles in L more carefully than simply restricting their heights.
Of course, n-representability seems a much stronger condition than being strongly n-Noetherian. In our proofs, we only allowed horizontal translations. If all translations and rotations are allowed, it is tempting to believe that every set of rectangular polyominoes is n-Noetherian. However, it doesn't seem terribly unlikely that this is not the case as well. So a question of interest is if there exists a set of rectangular polyominoes L that are not (strongly or otherwise) n-Noetherian.
We restricted ourselves to rectangular polyominoes, but what if other relatively nice polyominoes are allowed. Does there exists a set of polyominoes L that includes a hook, for example, that are (strongly) n-Noetherian? We also looked only at vertical faults, but another natural variant is to ask whether a tiling of R nˆm can be rearranged to give a vertical or horizontal fault.
Lastly, while we were able to give upper bounds, they may be far from optimal. And we did not give any lower bounds. The least common multiple of the widths of polyominoes on L is an easy lower bound to see. However, it it s not clear how sharp this lower bound is in general.
